Index

inertial actuator, 20
a posteriori predicted output, 39
a posteriori prediction error, 39
a priori predicted output, 39
a priori prediction error, 39
active damping, 4, 179
active hydraulic suspension, 17
active isolation, 4
active noise control, 5
active vibration control, 5
adaptation error, 38
adaptation gain, 54
adaptive feedback, 12
adaptive feedforward compensation, 12, 293
adaptive regulation, 12
anti-aliasing filter, 31
ARMAX, 84
auxiliary poles, 116
band-stop filters, 133, 194
Bode integral, 7, 128
broad-band disturbance rejection, 279, 293
central controller, 140, 226
closed-loop input matching, 165
closed-loop output error, 148
closed-loop output error (extended), 150
closed-loop output error (filtered and adaptive
filtered), 149
closed-loop output matching, 168
complementary sensitivity function, 114
constant forgetting factor, 55
constant gain, 57
constant trace, 56
controller complexity reduction, 163
convex optimization, 141

delay margin, 122–124
digital control systems, 30
digital controller, 113
direct adaptive regulation, 220
discrete time models, 32
disturbance model, 8
dominant poles, 116
equation error, 39
estimated parameter vector, 39
feedback compensation, 14
feedforward + feedback compensation, 320
feedforward compensation, 14
flexible mechanical structure, 21
frequency estimation, 261
generalized stability margin, 349
gradient algorithm, 42
identification in closed-loop, 143
image of the disturbance, 9, 293
improved gradient algorithm, 45
indirect adaptive regulation, 257
initial adaptation gain, 57
input disturbance-output sensitivity function,
115
input sensitivity function, 115, 129
input-output model, 32
integral + proportional adaptation, 365
integral type adaptation algorithms, 38
interlaced adaptive regulation, 249
internal model principle, 8, 216, 246, 248
least mean squares, 72, 327
linear feedforward compensator (design), 279
matrix inversion lemma, 52, 63
measurement vector, 39

1

2
model order estimation, 80
model uncertainties, 124
modulus margin, 7, 122, 124, 349
normalized sampling time, 32
Nyquist frequency, 31
Nyquist plot, 121
observation vector, 38
output error, 40
output error with extended prediction model,
86
output sensitivity function, 115, 126

Index
recursive least squares, 49
residual acceleration (force), 7
robust controller design, 206
robust regulation, 11
robustness margins, 121
sampling frequency, 30
scalar adaptation gain, 57
secondary path, 5
stability criterion, 122
stability margin, 122
stability of PAA, 62
system identification, 8

parameter adaptation algorithm, 37
parameter estimation, 82
parameter vector, 38
parametric convergence, 68
performance indicators, 223
performance variable, 13
plant model, 8
pole placement, 115
positive definite matrix, 44
positive feedback coupling, 294
positive real transfer function (strictly), 65
primary path, 5
pseudo-random binary sequence, 77

transfer function, 34
transfer operator, 33
tuned notch filters, 246

recursive extended least squares, 84

Youla–Kučera parametrization, 119, 220, 259

U-D factorization, 353
validation of identified models, 87
vanishing gain, 54
variable forgetting factor, 55
vibrational interference, 211, 228
Vinnicombe distance, 351
whiteness test, 88

